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Fresh starts in Montreal and Edmonton, a bad week for the Bruins, and the Ducks face 
some tough decisions 

By Sean McIndoe  

We had two more coaching changes this week, and both had 
been feeling inevitable for weeks. The only question in 
Edmonton was whether things would get bad enough for Ken 
Holland to actually fire a coach for the first time in his career, 
rather than wait for their contract to expire like he usually 
does. And the only question in Montreal was whether there 
was even any point in trying to make things better during a 
season so bad it’s been bordering on farce. 

The answer to both questions turned out to be yes, and so 
we say goodbye to Dave Tippett and Dominique Ducharme 
and (a maybe temporary) hello to Jay Woodcroft and Martin 
St. Louis. This weekend, we had our first opportunity to get a 
real look at what both teams might look like for the rest of the 
year. 

We’ll start in Edmonton, where Tippett somehow survived an 
awful stretch long enough to get his team back in track, but 
couldn’t weather a two-game losing streak coming out of the 
All-Star break. Woodcroft comes up from the AHL, and 
seems to be a generally well-regarded young coach who’ll 
have a decent shot to earn the long-term job. He started off 
his tenure by dialing back the ice time for Connor McDavid 
and Leon Draisaitl, which took some guts, but it largely 
worked in Friday’s 3-1 win. Beating the struggling Islanders 
is hardly a sign the Oilers are fixed, but it’s a start, and 
they’ve got their next four games against good but beatable 
teams, so we’ll have a sense of where Woodcroft’s team is at 
by next week. 

The Oilers are still very much in the playoff hunt, so every 
win matters. But in the big picture, the more important impact 
of the change is that Ken Holland has now played the one 
card he had left in his hand. He did the gritty leadership thing 
in the summer. He rolled the dice on Evander Kane a few 
weeks ago. Now he’s made the coaching change. There are 
no more easy targets, and if it doesn’t work now then there 
won’t be any question that it’s on the GM. 

An even more interesting change came in Montreal, where 
the Habs put Ducharme out of his misery and brought in a 
guy with next to no coaching experience. I don’t get it, as you 
already know if you listen to the podcast, but it’s impossible 
not to root for St. Louis. He’s been an underdog story his 
whole career, everyone who played with or coached him 
seems to love the guy, and if you’re a fan of offense like I am 
then you have to perk up when you hear a new coach saying 
stuff like this: 

Will it work? It did for the first three games, as the Canadiens 
looked far more competitive. Of course, the bar has been set 
so low this year in Montreal that “far more competitive” still 

means three losses, running their streak to ten straight. But 
they were in the games, or at least close enough, and Cole 
Caufield looked dangerous again, which might be more 
important to the long-term future in Montreal than anything 
else that could happen. In one sense, maybe that’s the best-
case scenario for St. Louis as coach — the Habs get better, 
the young players take a step forward, and nobody really 
cares that they’re still losing enough to secure top lottery 
odds. 

Sometimes a midseason coaching change works out great, 
sometimes they don’t. We’ve seen the Canucks turn their 
season around under Bruce Boudreau, including Thatcher 
Demko stealing a very entertaining win over the Leafs on 
Saturday. It hasn’t gone as well in Winnipeg or Philadelphia. 
My guess is that this might be it for the year, unless the 
Devils decide to move on from Lindy Ruff, but we’ll see. 

On to the top five, only one of which has made a coaching 
change this year … 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first 
franchise in three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to 
admit probably counts, or wait actually maybe not. 

No Golden Knights in the top five today, but this may be the 
week we see Jack Eichel return. He’s practicing and cleared 
for contact, so at this point, it’s basically a comfort level thing. 
It also sounds like the Knights will make room for his cap hit 
by swapping Mark Stone and his bad back onto the LTIR, 
which I’m sure everyone will be super chill about. 

Add it all up, and the Knights are probably still the Pacific 
favorite, even with the Flames looking very strong these 
days. But we may not see Vegas at full power until the 
playoffs arrive and everyone miraculously heals just in time 
for Game 1. That will make them tough to evaluate the rest 
of the way. 

5. Minnesota Wild (29-11-3, +39 true goals differential*) — 
They looked great in beating the Hurricanes on Friday, 
although they gave up almost 40 shots and it did get a little 
dicey in the third. Still, I’m with Kevin Fiala, at least for 
another week: 

I could see that quote becoming a thing. Maybe it should. 

4. Tampa Bay Lightning (31-11-6, +29) — This week, they 
lost to the Avalanche but beat the Coyotes. So they’re 
somewhere in between those two teams. Like and subscribe 
for more valuable insight. 
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3. Carolina Hurricanes (32-11-3, +51) — They lost to the 
Wild, and this week they’ve got the Panthers, Predators and 
Penguins, and if this turns into a losing streak I’m 100% 
blaming this guy. 

Meanwhile, the Hurricanes are (justifiably) already looking 
ahead to a playoff run; this was a good look at some of the 
key questions for May and beyond. 

2. Florida Panthers (32-10-5, +56) — They haven’t played in 
two weeks, so there’s not a whole lot to update here. But 
they’re back in action on Wednesday, and they’ve got two 
great matchups right away: Carolina that night, and then 
Minnesota on Friday. 

1. Colorado Avalanche (34-8-4, +57) — They’re back in 
business, beating the Lightning and then getting a Darcy 
Kuemper shutout in Dallas. 

Wednesday will mark the two-month anniversary of the last 
time they lost in regulation, and while there are still games in 
hand to take into consideration, we’re not far from the point 
where we can just concede the top seed in the West. The 
Avs get the Golden Knights on Wednesday in what should 
be a fun one. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like 
the NHL does for some reason. 

Not ranked: Boston Bruins — That certainly wasn’t a great 
week. They beat the Senators on Saturday, as you’d expect 
a good team to do, but that’s about where the good news 
ends. 

The big news was the end of Tuukka Rask’s comeback 
attempt, as the veteran shut it down after trying to return 
from hip problems. That was followed by a disastrous loss to 
the Penguins, one that saw the Bruins lose Patrice Bergeron 
to injury and Brad Marchand to suspension. Then came 
Thursday’s meeting with the Hurricanes, a possible first-
round preview that ended with the Bruins on the receiving 
end of a 6-0 stomping. 

So … panic time? Maybe, but I’m not sold. Remember, this 
team is basically a lock for the playoffs, and Marchand and 
Bergeron will be back well before then. The only story from 
this week that should carry a long-term impact is Rask, and 
we’re not sure how much that will sting. Bruins fans have 
spent the first half wondering if and when Rask would return, 
and what he’d look like when he did. It was hard not to 
imagine him coming back in top form and leading this 
veteran core on one last Cup run. That would have been a 
great story, and now we know it won’t happen. Still, Linus 
Ullmark has been solid after a shaky start, and Jeremy 
Swayman is back. The goaltending should be fine, so this is 
hardly some sort of devastating setback. 

I’m guessing Bruins fans didn’t exactly enjoy being reminded 
that Bergeron is 36 with a lot of mileage and no guarantee he 
can stay healthy, or that Marchand will still occasionally be 
an idiot. But we knew both of those things, and both guys will 
be back soon, so no real harm done. Meanwhile, David 
Pastrnak has gone supernova over the last month or so, 
Taylor Hall occasionally still flashes some star power, and 
there’s enough cap room to maybe do something interesting 
at the deadline. Four weeks ago I said it wouldn’t shock me 
to see the Bruins be the team that comes out of the Atlantic, 

and even a very bad week doesn’t change my mind all that 
much. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed toward the best lottery odds 
and a shot at Shane Wright. 

If you missed it, Scott Wheeler finished off his prospect pool 
rankings, which will probably be of special interest to fans of 
teams that regularly show up in this section. You can find the 
whole list here, including one bottom-five team that took 
home the top spot and another that finished dead last. 

5. Philadelphia Flyers (15-24-8, -40) — They gave up ten 
goals while losing both halves of a home-and-home with the 
Wings, and briefly fell behind the Devils for dead last in the 
division. But at least Danny Briere has officially arrived, 
confirming reports from last week. Is it weird that the best 
guy available for just about every front office job is a popular 
former player from that team? Look, life is full of 
coincidences. 

4. Buffalo Sabres (15-24-8, -40) — Yesterday’s win was 
highlighted by four goals and five points for Jeff Skinner, so 
he’s worth the money again. Their only wins in the last month 
have come against the Senators, Coyotes, Flyers and Habs. 
Still, that’s four wins, they’ve got the Islanders and Senators 
this week, and you can only beat the teams the schedule 
gives you. 

Meanwhile, this mailbag gets into the philosophical 
discussion of whether it’s OK for a Buffalo fan to root for 
Eichel to win a Cup. That’s a tough one. Where are you at, 
Sabres fans? 

3. Seattle Kraken (16-28-4, -40) — They’ve won six of their 
last 11, which isn’t great but might count as the best stretch 
in franchise history. It’s not going to be enough to get them 
into the playoff mix, which is actually good news because it 
means they can focus on the deadline without any chance to 
talk themselves out of selling. 

The big decision will be Mark Giordano, and the pros and 
cons of that move are laid out here by Ryan S. Clark, who 
works for The Athletic as our beat writer for the NHL’s 
Seattle Kraken. 

2. Arizona Coyotes (12-32-4, -69) — While everyone was 
busy trying to figure out how they’re going to make it work 
playing in a small college arena, they beat the Kraken for 
their first regulation win since mid-January. Meanwhile, the 
Jakob Chychrun trade watch continues. 

1. Montreal Canadiens (8-33-7, -86) — When things are 
going really badly for me, I’ve also been known to try to fill 
the void by ordering out for a cheap hamburger. 

In other news, Ben Chiarot is hurt, Christian Dvorak might be 
back soon, and the Habs continue to be even worse than 
you think they are. 

Not ranked: Anaheim Ducks — I spent a lot of time going 
back and forth on which section, top or bottom, the Ducks 
should be in. Imagine how Pat Verbeek feels. 

The new Ducks GM has some big decisions to make. 
Typically, when somebody new takes over an NHL team, we 
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get the familiar refrain: Give me time. Lower your 
expectations. I’ll need at least a few months, maybe even a 
year or two, to figure out what I’m working with. Until then, 
nobody should expect me to do much of anything. 

It usually works. But it won’t for Verbeek, because he has to 
make some tough choices that can’t wait. He has four key 
players in the last year of their contract, all of them heading 
into UFA status in the summer, and he needs to decide what 
to do with them. 

Of the group, Ryan Getzlaf is the most straightforward. The 
veteran is a lifelong Duck with a no-move clause, so he won’t 
be going anywhere unless he wants to chase one last Cup 
on a contender (and then maybe come back to Anaheim in 
the offseason). But Hampus Lindholm, Josh Manson and 
Rickard Rakell are all trickier. Each of them could fetch some 
strong value on the deadline market. There’s a case for 
keeping some. There might even be enough cap room to 
keep them all. Then again, it’s rare for a rebuilding team to 
get this sort of chance to own the seller’s market. So what do 
you do? 

This would all be a lot easier if the Ducks had followed 
expectations and been bad this year. Most of us had them as 

the division’s worst team, and certainly not in the playoff mix. 
But that’s where they are, sort of, thanks to that eight-game 
win streak early on. They’ve gone just 13-13-6 since then, 
which is hardly playoff-worthy but also isn’t throw-in-the-
towel territory. If the season ended today, they’d just miss 
the Western wild-card spots. But the season doesn’t end 
today, so does Verbeek have to give his young team a 
chance to make this happen? Then again, why pass on an 
opportunity to build for the future just so you can sneak into 
the playoffs and get swept? Of course, you have John 
Gibson, so once you get in who knows, right … 

You see the dilemma. Or maybe you don’t, and it seems like 
the answer is obvious. Verbeek’s the guy who has to figure it 
out, and the one bit of good news is that he still has time. Not 
much, presumably, since we’re always told even the most 
basic NHL trades take weeks or months to work out, but a 
little. For what it’s worth, Eric didn’t have any Ducks on his 
initial trade board. 

It’s possible that Verbeek’s team will decide for him over the 
next few weeks; they play their next five against the Pacific 
teams 

right around them in the standings, so this might all sort itself 
out quickly. But if not, the rookie GM has a tough task as he 
comes into a new organization. He probably wishes he had 

some time to work through all the options, but the clock is 
already ticking. 
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Kaplan: Answering 20 big questions heading into the season's final months 

By Emily Kaplan  

We're more than halfway through the third straight 
pandemic-affected NHL season -- but it finally feels like we're 
tracking toward normalcy. We have (mostly) full arenas 
again, and a (mostly) typical 82-game schedule -- save for 
those few weeks in December where a flurry of 
postponements threatened to wreak havoc on everything. 
While some off-ice issues linger, and the league works to get 
back afloat with revenue, fans have been treated to 
incredible hockey since October. The season's first half has 
been defined by a series of daring, high-skill goals from a 
new generation of brash young stars not afraid to show some 
personality and transform the sport. You'll remember 2021-
22 as the season you were introduced to Trevor Zegras, trust 
me. 

We also have the old guard standing tall. The veteran two-
time defending Stanley Cup champion Lightning refuse to go 
dull, while Alex Ovechkin is playing like a man on a mission 
in his age-36 season, as he stares down Wayne Gretzky's 
all-time goal record. There's also a new group of elites -- the 
Colorado Avalanche, Carolina Hurricanes and Florida 
Panthers -- who all believe their time is now. The trade 
deadline is just over a month away and then the Stanley Cup 
playoffs -- this writer would die on the hill shouting that it's 
the best postseason in all of sports -- will be here before we 
know it. It's all shaping up to be an exciting second half, but 
surely you, the fan, have some lingering questions. Behold, 
some answers. 

How does the league feel about where things are as the 
second half begins? 

Cautiously optimistic. The NHL had to postpone more than 
100 games (and reschedule 25 more) in a challenging 
stretch. The league trudged on, and at its most stressful 
moment, started its Christmas break early to give everyone a 
reset. All but one player in the NHL is fully vaccinated -- 
Detroit's Tyler Bertuzzi remains the only holdout -- while 
league sources have insisted a "large portion" of players and 
coaches have also been boosted. (The NHL and NHLPA 
don't intend to mandate a booster shot this season.) 
Because of that, and while projecting declining numbers as 
we exit cold and flu season, the NHL and NHLPA decided to 
stop regular testing for asymptomatic players after the All-
Star break. In conjunction, the league also did away with its 
temporary taxi squads, meaning the NHL and NHLPA feel 
confident they won't need to reschedule many more games, 
if any at all. 

So the NHL thinks COVID-19 stuff is mostly behind it and it 
can keep up with the schedule uninterrupted? 

Pretty much. I checked in with the league office late last 
week, and everything still seems on track with our preseason 
timeline expectations: The regular season will end on April 

29 and the Stanley Cup will be awarded the last week in 
June. Ah, normalcy. The big X factor here is Canada. 
Commissioner Gary Bettman made it clear at his annual 
state-of-the union news conference during All-Star Weekend 
that he was frustrated with restrictions made in several 
Canadian provinces limiting attendance -- and therefore 
draining from the league's revenue. Bettman said several 
Canadian teams have explored the possibility of playing in 
the United States, and he threatened to move the NHL draft 
from Montreal if the landscape doesn't change in Quebec. 
That's a storyline to keep tabs on. 

Speaking of arenas and revenue, are the Coyotes really 
going to play in a college rink next season? 

We all know that the Arizona Coyotes are Bettman's Sun 
Belt baby -- he put the franchise there in 1996 and has 
helped the Coyotes navigate through bankruptcy and 
ownership changes, determined to make it work. The 
Coyotes' biggest road block thus far has been the location of 
Gila River Arena in Glendale; it's simply too far out from 
where most of the fan base lives. The team's relationship 
with the arena and the city of Glendale became fractured 
(and at its worst, involved unpaid taxes) and the Coyotes 
were told they needed to find a new home next season. 
Owner Alex Meruelo has a grand plan to build a new arena 
and multifaceted entertainment venue in Tempe, an ideal 
location. Only problem? That proposal is complicated, 
involving gambling and liquor licenses, and sits at the city 
council right now, waiting for approvals. So the team needed 
a temporary solution. Enter the Arizona State Sun Devils. 
The Coyotes reached a deal to play their next three seasons 
in the Sun Devils' 5,000-seat arena; the Coyotes will be 
paying nearly $20 million to get the facility up to NHL code. 
Bettman said he's OK with the solution because he views it 
as temporary and thinks the venue will create a unique fan 
environment. While that's all true, some league owners and 
the players' association have expressed reservations. Since 
the NHL and its players operate on a revenue-sharing 
system, one of the clubs maxing out at only 5,000 tickets for 
the next three years is less than ideal. 

What's the burning on-ice question on everyone's mind right 
now? 

How are the Vegas Golden Knights going to get cap 
compliant when Jack Eichel is healthy? They'll need to figure 
it out quickly, because all signs point to Eichel debuting as 
soon as this week. It's not just Eichel's $10 million salary the 
Golden Knights need to squeeze in; Alec Martinez and his 
$5.25 million salary have been shelved, and the defenseman 
appears ready to return soon. GM Kelly McCrimmon said the 
team had a plan for how to attack this logjam when it traded 
for Eichel, and there's plenty of speculation about the players 
who could be traded (such as original Golden Misfits William 
Karlsson and Reilly Smith). However, Vegas is waiting as 
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long as possible to make a move -- and for good reason, 
because the issue could solve itself. Captain Mark Stone has 
been battling a back injury all season long, and if he's put on 
long-term injured reserve (with his $9.5 million salary) that 
could solve a lot of problems. Of course, that will trigger a 
chorus of groans that this is cap circumvention, a la Nikita 
Kucherov and the 2021 Stanley Cup-winning Tampa Bay 
Lightning. But those people should be shouting at the NHL 
CBA, not McCrimmon. Because as long as Stone is 
legitimately injured, it's all compliant. 

We've seen seven coaching changes already this season, 
what gives? 

You heard that number right -- nearly one fourth of NHL 
teams have switched bench bosses this season. Five 
coaches were fired (Jeremy Colliton, Travis Green, Alain 
Vigneault, Dominique Ducharme and Dave Tippett, in 
chronological order) while Joel Quenneville resigned 
because of his role in the Chicago Blackhawks sex abuse 
case and Paul Maurice stepped away for personal reasons. 
In-season coaching changes are ubiquitous in the modern 
NHL. This could be somewhat of a course correction; last 
season there were only three in-season coaching changes, 
as a lot of teams held on to coaches they might have been 
borderline on. One of those reasons is financial. Most NHL 
teams were reeling last season from lost revenue, and 
paying a coach not to coach isn't exactly for the budget-
conscious. This season, as we track toward more normal 
revenues, teams are perhaps feeling a little more capricious. 
Players in Philadelphia told me they viewed Vigneault as 
"untouchable" considering he was making $5 million in salary 
through the 2023-24 season, but ownership was willing to 
eat that when results became so poor. The Canadiens are 
technically paying three coaches this season, as the $5 
million deal of Claude Julien is still on the books, as are 
contracts for Ducharme (who had just signed a three-year 
extension, yikes) and Martin St. Louis, the Hall of Famer who 
was coaxed out of his job coaching his son's pee wee 
hockey team to right the ship of the Original Six franchise. 

Are any other coaches on the hot seat? 

The carnage should be over for now -- which, of course, is 
famous last words. I've heard rumblings that the Stars 
thought about making a change, but it seems they'll stick 
with Rick Bowness for the time being. Derek King has done a 
good job restoring confidence and positive vibes around the 
Chicago locker room, but I haven't talked to anyone who 
views him as the long-term solution. Once the Blackhawks 
hire a GM -- and I've heard the search could wrap up soon -- 
expect that person to bring in a different coach next season. 
The Flyers are giving Mike Yeo the job for the rest of the 
season, but given the mess in Philadelphia, it's hard to 
imagine them not going full reset entering next season and 
hiring someone else. (Rick Tocchet and ESPN's own John 
Tortorella are the names I've heard most connected there; 
remember, it's the old brain trust of Paul Holmgren and 
Bobby Clarke who are making most of the high-level 
decisions.) 

Who are the breakout stars of the season so far? 

It's hard to argue against Trevor Zegras. He pulled off so 
many viral highlights during the season's first half, the league 

was compelled to invite him to All-Star Weekend just to be 
part of the skills competition (where he did not disappoint, 
pulling off arguably the highest-difficulty move of the night). 
Zegras is wildly creative, highly skilled and completely 
fearless -- ushering in a new generation of NHLers who 
aren't afraid to show off their personality, authentically. 

Nazem Kadri's career year is hard to ignore. Motivated by 
yet another postseason suspension, as the Avalanche were 
eliminated from the second round for the third consecutive 
season, Kadri is playing out of his mind right now, and will 
get compensated accordingly when he hits the open market 
as an unrestricted free agent this summer. And it's not just 
the offensive numbers. Kadri's overall game is so sound, Avs 
coach Jared Bednar has him playing an increased role on 
the penalty kill and has bumped Kadri's ice time by nearly 
three minutes this season. 

Meanwhile in St. Louis, Jordan Kyrou is finally putting it all 
together after a stop-go start to his career, which was 
hampered by knee injuries. If you weren't paying attention to 
Kyrou's speed during the season, you definitely noticed it 
when he dethroned Connor McDavid at the NHL's fastest 
skater event. 

In New York, Igor Shesterkin is proving why the Rangers felt 
comfortable parting with the King, Henrik Lundqvist, two 
years ago. Shesterkin is the real deal, and cool as his 
predecessor under pressure. Meanwhile, Florida's Jonathan 
Huberdeau has officially overtaken teammate Aleksander 
Barkov for the title of "Most Underrated Star" in the league 
(though Carolina's Sebastian Aho and Winnipeg's Kyle 
Connor would like a word). 

Whom will we be talking about as a breakout star come 
playoffs? 

If you're expecting a long playoff run out of Carolina -- I, for 
one, am -- then expect the national profile of Aho to rise 
significantly. While the Canes have a ton of offensive talent, 
a key storyline for them will be the steady goaltending of 
Frederik Andersen. Finally recovered from a knee injury that 
plagued the end of his tenure in Toronto, Andersen is feeling 
more confident than ever. He's also feeling more comfortable 
in a market more conducive to his low-key, reserved 
personality. As his coach, Rod Brind'Amour, said recently: 
"We've always had good goaltending, but Freddie's won us a 
lot of games. We've played pretty well this year as a group, 
but he's got us [wins] himself because he was better than the 
guy across from him in quite a few games." 

Pittsburgh has been playing with dangerous energy ever 
since it trounced the two-time defending champion Lightning 
in Tampa in the season opener. Pittsburgh's Jake Guentzel 
doesn't get nearly enough national attention for his 
consistency, so perhaps this is his year. He's more than just 
Sidney Crosby's linemate, people! (Though he's very good at 
being Sidney Crosby's linemate.) 

With the shadow of Tuukka Rask no longer looming, is either 
Jeremy Swayman or Linus Ullmark ready to take a star turn? 
Cale Makar gets most of the attention on Colorado's blue line 
-- rightfully so -- but Devon Toews is a major impact player 
who will be better appreciated come playoff time. And if it's 
time to start appreciating underappreciated defensemen, do 
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yourself a favor and watch Jonas Brodin in Minnesota. 
You're welcome. 

How is this year's trade deadline shaping up? 

If you're asking if we're going to get a James Harden-to-the-
76ers-level blockbuster, you're probably out of luck. More 
likely, it's a bunch of veterans on expiring contracts who are 
moved for conditional picks. There's a surplus of capable 
defensemen available, and a decent number of goalies, too. 
Phil Kessel's contract with the Coyotes is structured so that 
he makes less than $1 million for a team that acquires him, 
so he'll be attractive to any team looking to add a grizzled 
veteran with a scoring touch to its middle six. Boston's Jake 
DeBrusk and St. Louis' Vladimir Tarasenko both made trade 
requests that have not yet been met. Based on how their 
seasons are tracking, DeBrusk is likelier to move now, 
whereas a Tarasenko move, if it happens at all, seems more 
destined to happen over the summer. The Kraken will have a 
fire sale, and a decision will be made by management and 
captain Mark Giordano on whether he is a part of it. New 
Ducks GM Pat Verbeek walks into several tough decisions, 
such as whether he is going to re-sign Hampus Lindholm 
and Josh Manson or try to recoup some value for both 
defensemen on expiring contracts. 

Which teams are going to be busiest? 

Start with Carolina and Florida. Both teams look good now, 
and believe their time is now. I think they'd both like to add 
an elite blueliner, and should be in on players like John 
Klingberg, Ben Chiarot and Jakob Chychrun -- though the 
latter would be part of a large trade package, as he's under 
contract through 2025. Colorado GM Joe Sakic has made it 
clear to his peers that he's all-in, and the team has been 
sniffing around some big names. 

The Avalanche will add. I'd be surprised if the New York 
Rangers don't add a depth forward. I think the Bruins will 
make some sort of move, and I would call it gross 
malpractice if Edmonton doesn't acquire a goalie (and the 
Oilers need a defenseman, too). 

Doug Armstrong in St. Louis and Julien BriseBois in Tampa 
will both claim they don't have any cap space to get 
something done, but I don't buy that completely. Those are 
two GMs who know how to get creative. 

One GM who seems content with his team as currently 
constructed: Nashville's David Poile. Helps when your team 
is overachieving while staving off a rebuild. 

Who are the underrated players who will get moved and 
make an impact? 

There are always one or two depth players moved at the 
trade deadline who are viewed as the "secret ingredient" to a 
team's postseason success. (See: Barclay Goodrow, Blake 
Coleman in Tampa, 2020). Who's that guy this year? A lot of 
teams are buzzing about the versatile Artturi Lehkonen in 
Montreal. Seattle's Calle Jarnkrok is another possibility, and 
if J.T. Miller is ultimately moved from Vancouver, he'd 
definitely fit the profile. The Flyers probably overpaid for 
Rasmus Ristolainen, but he's 27, and is a hard-nosed, 
physical defenseman who has been in the league for nine 
years and has yet to play for a winning franchise (yes, it's a 
bit skewed as his first eight years were spent toiling away in 

Buffalo). Put Ristolainen around a winning organization in a 
more sheltered role, and he could be the perfect sixth-
defenseman addition who carries a team through. While 
we're at it, add Buffalo's Robert Hagg to the list. I see him 
playing the role of Luke Schenn for Tampa in 2021. 

Biggest player traded? 

Claude Giroux is the longest-serving captain in Philadelphia 
Flyers history. He has spent his entire 15-year career with 
the organization. He'll be playing for a new one this spring, 
with hopes of finally winning a Stanley Cup after coming so 
close in 2010. If Giroux is comfortable playing for a team in 
the West (he has two young kids and location will be a 
consideration) then you might just see him on the Colorado 
Avalanche this spring. Oh my. 

Low-key teams to keep an eye on? 

The Capitals aren't exactly thrilled with their goaltending duo 
of Ilya Samsonov and Vitek Vanecek. As of now, Vanecek -- 
whom the team lost in the Seattle expansion draft, only to 
reacquire -- is a slight step above Samsonov, once regarded 
the organization's long-term solution in net. But neither is 
inspiring much confidence for a long playoff run, so it 
wouldn't be surprising to see GM Brian MacLellan get 
involved in the goalie market, specifically looking for a 
veteran (doesn't it feel like ages ago when they signed 
Henrik Lundqvist for this very reason?). Over the past 
several years, the trade deadline has been a frustrating time 
for Kings veterans, who have seen their friends, one by one, 
sent away. The tide has changed and the rebuild is ending. 
GM Rob Blake is in the market for a depth defensemen. 

How set are the playoff teams? 

For weeks now, people around the league have been saying 
that the playoff picture in the East is set. There won't be 
much intrigue there down the stretch, just some jockeying for 
positioning. The West is a little less set, especially in the 
Pacific Division, where all teams except for the Kraken are 
within 11 points of each other. That wild-card race could get 
juicy. 

Is Alex Ovechkin going to catch Wayne Gretzky's goal 
record? 

Yes, but hold your horses. Based on current projections, it's 
looking like Ovechkin should hit the mark in the 2024-25 
season. When Ovi is close, expect Gretzky to get on the 
road and follow Ovechkin so he can be there to congratulate 
him in person -- just as Gordie Howe did for Gretzky in 1989. 

How many goals will Alex Ovechkin finish the season with? 

I talked to MacLellan about it in December. He admitted what 
is pretty obvious for anyone who tunes in to a Caps game to 
see: Ovechkin is on a mission this season. He's playing 
smarter in the offensive zone, on pace to record his most 
assists per season in a decade. But he's still lightning the 
lamp all right. I see Ovechkin hitting 50 goals this season, for 
the seventh time in his career. 

Anyone challenging him for the goals crown? 

The Rocket Richard should come down to the wire this 
season! Ovechkin isn't even in first place right now. Or 
second. Or third. Chris Kreider, Leon Draisaitl and Auston 
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Matthews are all ahead of him on the chart (and all three are 
on playoff teams, and don't project to be slowing down) while 
Chicago's Alex DeBrincat is just behind Ovi, breathing down 
his neck with 27. My gut says Matthews closes this thing out. 

How about a predictions reset at midseason -- which award 
is going to be the hardest to select? 

There are a ton of quality MVP candidates right now -- 
Huberdeau, for the record, has my vote at this juncture -- 
while the Calder is a crowded race including Lucas 
Raymond, Anton Lundell, Moritz Seider and Zegras. I've 
heard quite a few defensemen in the league complain that 
the Norris award has simply become, "Which blueliner has 
the most points?" Fair complaint. When Linda Cohn and I 
had Washington's John Carlson on our podcast last month, I 
asked him what his criteria would be for selecting the Norris 
Trophy. Carlson's answer: Go with your gut. You need to win 
one game, which defenseman do you think will give you the 
best chance to do that? My gut pick: either Makar or Victor 
Hedman. How can you pick between those two?! 

How about a Cup Final prediction? 

Hedman's Lightning and Makar's Avalanche played in 
Denver last week, and I couldn't help but think: Give me a 
seven-game series between these teams, ASAP. The Avs 
should be the favorite in the West, but they'll have to stave 
off the Golden Knights, who are the closest thing we have to 
an NHL superteam. (The last time a team just collected 
captains like this? Maybe the 2002 Detroit Red Wings.) In 
the East, you can make a great case for either Carolina or 
Florida -- and Carolina coach Brind'Amour made a strong 
case for Florida, gushing about the Panthers throughout All-
Star Weekend -- but there's something about this Lightning 
team that's just special. Their chemistry and trust and talent 
have them within sniffing distance of a three-peat. 

And winner? 

It's the Avs' year. As long as they make it out of the second 
round. 
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About Last Night: Costly Mistakes 

By Alec Sawyer   

The Carolina Hurricanes dropped their third game in their 
last four since coming back from the All-Star break Saturday 
night, falling to the Minnesota Wild 3-2 on the road.  

Andrei Svechnikov scored twice in the third period for the 
Canes, but Carolina couldn’t come all the way back from a 3-
0 hole it dug itself.  

Some takeaways: 

Paying for mistakes  

Overall, the Carolina Hurricanes didn’t play a terrible game 
Saturday night, but they made a few key mistakes and a 
good Wild team did what good teams do and capitalized.  

On paper, the Canes did a lot of things right in this one. They 
outshot the Wild 39-27, had more power play opportunities, 
won the faceoff battle, were essentially even on hits and had 
a 58.49 CF%.  

But none of that matters because the Wild was more clinical 
and took advantage of what the Hurricanes gave it, as some 
misplays by Carolina led to all three Minnesota goals.  

The Wild’s first goal came on a pretty ugly defensive 
sequence for the Canes, with the entire team looking a bit 
lost and Brady Skjei and Brett Pesce both getting worked in 
the neutral zone.  

The second Minnesota goal came after a bad clearance 
attempt from Jaccob Slavin, which hit Teuvo Teravainen’s 
skate and led to a break for Kirill Kaprizov, who is way too 
good to not score.  

And then the third Wild goal came after a lazy offensive-zone 
pass by the Canes gave Minnesota the rush, with Frederik 
Andersen left out to dry.  

Simply put, Minnesota took advantage of what the 
Hurricanes gave it, and the Canes on the other end couldn’t 
put away all of the looks it got, with quite a few open nets 
missed through the night.  

“It’s tough. I didn’t like a couple of the goals we gave up, the 
way we did it,” said Rod Brind’Amour. “We kind of forced 
some plays and you don’t have to do that. Those will end up 
in your net. Overall we certainly had enough chances. I 
counted three or four where you thought it was in and 
somehow it didn’t get in. We played hard. You just can’t give 
those freebies where you just hand the team a turnover and 
it ends up in the net. That’s a tough one.” 

The Brilliant Andrei Svechnikov 

The Canes did make a third-period comeback to turn the 3-0 
deficit into a 3-2 loss, thanks to a great showing from Andrei 
Svechnikov.  

Svechnikov willed the Canes back into this one, scoring both 
tallies to give Carolina a shot. The first was a beautiful 
individual effort from Svechnikov, who collected the puck in 
the neutral zone and skated it in himself to snipe one past 
Cam Talbot.  

The second was a power play beauty, as Teravainen 
threaded a great pass across ice to Svechnikov in the circle, 
who picked his window to beat Talbot.  

Svechnikov is so good, and he showed that once again 
Saturday night. The good news for the Canes is that with all 
this talent, there’s always a good chance someone will step 
up and give Carolina a chance. Svechnikov did that 
Saturday, but the Hurricanes have got work to do to not need 
those late efforts.  

“He’s a dominant player,” said Tony DeAngelo. “He’s got a 
dominant frame to him. He’s a great skater, a strong kid, and 
when he’s playing like that it makes our team that much 
better and that much deeper throughout the four lines. He’s 
been great, and he’s starting to get rewarded for it.” 

Other Thoughts 

 There’s no place for moral victories in the NHL, but 
the Canes have shown some resiliency and fight 
lately. Saturday it was turning 3-0 into 3-2, and 
Tuesday in Ottawa it was turning 4-0 into 4-3. 
That’s not a good thing, going down early, and it 
needs to be sorted out, but it is at least good to see 
the fight is there in this group. As the other head 
coach whose team resides in PNC Arena loves to 
say, “I’m proud of my guys. They showed fight 
tonight.” (there’s enough NC State/Hurricanes 
crossover fans here for this to hit with someone) 

 Both Svechnikov and Kaprizov scored their 20th 
goals of the season in Saturday night’s game. 
There’s so much young talent in the NHL, and it’s 
fun to see.  

 The road trip was...not great. The win over Boston 
was a massive and impressive one for the Canes, 
but Carolina certainly would have wanted more than 
three points in four games coming out of the All-Star 
break. Maybe some home cooking will be good for 
Carolina.  

 The Canes have a one-point lead over the 
Penguins in the Metro with two games in hand, too. 
Carolina certainly is still in the driver’s seat to win 
the division, but this first week out of the All-Star 
break isn’t what the Canes will want to see 
continue. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/3128147/2022/02/14/fresh-starts-in-montreal-and-edmonton-a-bad-week-for-the-bruins-and-the-ducks-face-some-tough-

decisions/ 
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/33272827/kaplan-answering-20-big-questions-heading-season-final-months 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/13/22931853/about-last-night-costly-mistakes 
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The Hurricanes had a losing road trip after loss to Minnesota Wild. So, 
now what? 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

UPDATED FEBRUARY 13, 2022 7:37 AM 

 

In the last game of a road trip, in their fourth game in six days, the 
Carolina Hurricanes battled to the final second Saturday. 

But a hectic scramble in front of the Minnesota Wild net came to an end 
with the horn sounding, the Wild winning 3-2 and the Canes slowly 
skating off the ice at Excel Energy Center. 

The Canes came away from from the trip 1-2-1, losing three of four after 
the NHL All-Star break. Yes, they battered the Boston Bruins 6-0 and 
they earned a point in an overtime loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs to 
start the trip, but nothing stings like a regulation loss and the Hurricanes 
had two. 

Ottawa took a 4-0 lead and held on to win 4-3. Minnesota took a 3-0 lead 
Saturday before the Canes’ Andrei Svechnikov scored twice in the third 
period to tighten things up. 

How to assess the trip, made up of four games postponed earlier in the 
season because of COVID-19 issues? 

“If we would win this game it would be great,” Svechnikov said after the 
game. 

But they could not beat the Wild (29-11-3), who are 10-1-1 in their past 
12 games. Instead, the Canes returned to Raleigh with a 32-11-3 record, 
albeit still in first place in the Metropolitan Division, one point ahead of 
the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

“The easy thing to say is, ‘We lost three of four (games) and that’s bad,’ 
but that’s not how I’m looking at it,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 
“Game one (Toronto) we should have won, I think. We had a bad game 
and game two (Ottawa) wasn’t great, but I liked the way our guys dug in 
and fought back, and obviously played really well in game three and this 
game was maybe even better than that. 

“Obviously, the outcome is not acceptable but there’s a lot of good that 
went on here.” 

The last game of the road trip was the most entertaining of the four. 

A pair of Russians who might have been in Beijing for the Olympics had 
the NHL allowed its players to complete showed off their skills — 
Svechnikov and Kirill Kaprizov of the Wild. 

Svechnikov, the Canes’ best forward this night, twice beat All-Star goalie 
Cam Talbot in the third and has 20 goals for the season. His second 
score, on a Carolina play play, came on a heavy one-timer that left Talbot 
feeling helpless and pulled the Canes within 3-2 with more than 13 
minutes left in regulation. 

“He was all over it tonight,” Brind’Amour said of Svechnikov, who had 
seven of the Canes’ 39 shots. 

Svechnikov has eight goals and 10 assists in his last 12 games. It would 
be easy to say it might be the best stretch of hockey in his four-year NHL 
career, and he has had some very good stretches. 

“He’s a dominant player,” said Canes defenseman Tony DeAngelo, who 
assisted on both goals. “He’s got a dominant frame to him, he’s a great 
skater, he’s a great kid and when he’s playing like that it just makes our 
team that much better and that much deeper throughout the four lines.” 

Kaprizov was special, again. Put the puck on his stick and the Wild 
forward is dynamic, dangerous. And slippery. 

Kaprizov, at 24 and three years older than Svechnikov, looked the part of 
the player who was last year’s Calder Trophy winner as the NHL’s best 
rookie. His goal in the second period pushed Minnesota ahead 2-0 — his 
20th of the season — and he had other chances. 

“He’s a great player. A star for sure,” Svechnikov said. 

Kaprizov’s goal came after a Canes turnover in the Carolina zone. 
Andersen couldn’t stop him but made several high-quality stops -- 
Minnesota had a 29-18 edge in scoring chances according to 
NaturalStatTrick.com -- over the 60 minutes to allow the Canes a chance 
to make things testy for the Wild. 

The Hurricanes were 4-1-1 on their longest road trip of the season, in 
November. They were 3-1-0 on a four-game swing in December and are 
16-7-2 on the road overall. No team in the league has more road wins. 
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But regulation losses are the worst, home or away. That hasn’t changed. 
A team can put in the work and play hard and well, as the Canes did for 
most of Saturday’s game, and come away empty handed. 

“That’s exactly right,” Brind’Amour said. “At the end of the day you’ve got 
to win the games, you’ve got to find a way. We played a pretty good 
game and created enough to win. Those are tough.” 
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Why Andrew Brunette had to give Panthers ‘a little snap’ at practice. Plus 
Hornqvist on return 

 

Jordan McPherson6-7 minutes 2/13/2022 

 

The Florida Panthers’ practice had been going on for maybe 10 minutes 
on Sunday when interim coach Andrew Brunette huddled his players 
together. 

He wasn’t happy. 

The energy, the want-to wasn’t entirely there. 

Yes, Brunette knows it’s their third consecutive practice after nearly a 
week and a half away from the ice and there’s the urge to get back into 
live action. 

But until the Panthers resume their schedule Wednesday against the 
Carolina Hurricanes, Brunette still needs the team to keep its focus. 

“I think I saw a team that’s practiced too many days,” Brunette said. “It’s 
hard. I was a player before too and it gets a little bit stale. Just had to 
give them a little snap and remind them that we need really their best 
effort because we have to be ready going forward.” 

The players understand the situation. They lead the Eastern Conference 
in points (69) and points percentage (.734), but they still have 34 games 
left to cement themselves as the top team in a tightly contested Atlantic 
Division. The Tampa Bay Lightning is one point behind the Panthers and 
the Toronto Maple Leafs are at 63 points but have played two fewer 
games than Florida. 

“We had a good first half,” forward Carter Verhaeghe said, “but it doesn’t 
mean anything if we don’t have a good second half or a good playoff 
push.” 

And that means staying in the moment, even if it can be tempting to look 
ahead to the upcoming schedule when other teams have already 
resumed playing. 

Brunette spent his Saturday night watching the Minnesota Wild’s 3-2 win 
over the Hurricanes — a matchup of the Panthers’ next two opponents — 
in preparation for this upcoming three-game road trip that also includes a 
matchup with the Chicago Blackhawks. 

“I think for the guys, they’re ready to go,” Brunette said. “Sometimes, you 
get this little bit of a pause and it’s good for rest, but you lose a little bit of 
your cadence. We have to find a way coming into Tuesday’s practice 
here to pick it back up.” 

Hornqvist’s return 

Patric Hornqvist, who missed the Panthers’ final eight games prior to the 
All-Star Break with an undisclosed upper-body injury said it “feels great” 
to be back. 

The veteran forward has been a mainstay on the Panthers’ fourth line 
with Eetu Luostarinen and Ryan Lomberg and was on a run that included 

five points (three goals, two assists) in four games before suffering the 
injury in the second period against the Calgary Flames on Jan. 18. 

“Obviously it was not the way I wanted to go into the break, being hurt 
and all that,” Hornqvist said, “but the break came at a good time for me, 
and I think the team as well. We were playing really well and then got 
these 10 days [off] and now we’re back at it. ... The fun part is in front of 
us.” 

Brunette added: “You notice [when he’s not there] on the bench. I’m not 
there in the locker room, but you miss his intensity at certain times. For 
instance, Seattle, when things were a little quieter and he is always a guy 
who finds a way to find that extra gear for our group, find that extra 
intensity. His competitive fire is contagious for our group.’’ 

Tippett’s near misses 

Forward Owen Tippett has had his share of near misses this season, 
shots that either ricochet off the post of the net or just fail to get past the 
goaltender. 

As he strives for consistency — and goals — his plan is to keep shooting. 
Eventually, those misses will sort themselves out. 

“Frustration can set in so easily,” Tippett said, “but I think when you’re 
getting chances, it’s a lot easier to stay positive and stay focused. I think 
it’s when you don’t get chances — that’s when you start to kind of have 
to worry a little bit. I’ve been so close and just trying to stick with it and 
bear down on those chances.” 
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Florida Panthers thrilled to have Patric Hornqvist back after injury 

 

Published 19 hours ago on February 13, 2022 

By George Richards 

 

CORAL SPRINGS — With the Florida Panthers rolling the way they were 
going into the All-Star break, there was no reason to rush anyone back 
from injury. 

Patric Hornqvist said that was not an option for him, anyway. 

Even though Hornqvist had been skating with his teammates before the 
team broke away for their extended February break, he said the 
undisclosed upper-body injury sustained Jan. 18 in Calgary would not 
have allowed him to return. 

”There was no way I could have played before the break,” Hornqvist said. 

Now? He seems ready and raring to go. 

No one covers the Florida Panthers like Florida Hockey Now. 

Subscribe today! 

”I feel great,” Hornqvist said after participating in Florida’s second full 
workout on Saturday morning at the IceDen. 

“Obviously that was not the way I wanted to finish going into the break 
with being hurt and all that. The break came at a good time for me and 
the team as well. We were playing really well, then we got this 10 days 
and now we’re back at it. 

“You could tell (Saturday) that guys were excited to be back and we had 
a good scrimmage. We have been working hard. The fun part is in front 
of us and we need to have a good stretch.” 
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Hornqvist, who left in the second period of that game in Calgary and did 
not return, has been missed. 

In the four games going into Calgary, Hornqvist had three goals and five 
points. 

The Panthers — and his fourth-line mates Ryan Lomberg and Eetu 
Luostarinen — are happy to have him back. 

“You notice (when he’s not there) on the bench,” coach Andrew Brunette 
said. “I’m not there in the locker room, but you miss his intensity at 
certain times. For instance, Seattle, when things were a little quieter and 
he is always a guy who finds a way to find that extra gear for our group, 
find that extra intensity. His competitive fire is contagious for our group.’’ 

FLA Live Arena gets new boards for first time since opening its doors in 
1998 

Added Lomberg: “Luostie and I are very lucky to be able to play with a 
guy like that. You have to be going when you play with him because he is 
so intense and it is contagious. When you are with him, you have to be 
full of energy and have to be going. He is a fun guy to be around.” 

In December, when the Panthers were a little beat up, Brunette said he 
relied on that fourth line of Hornqvist, Luostarinen and Hornqvist to sort of 
carry Florida through some rough patches. 

They expect more of that intensity to return come Wednesday night in 
Carolina. 

”We play well with each other, play well against the other team’s top 
lines,” Hornqvist said. “It doesn’t matter who we are out there against. It’s 
a good mix of players that is for sure.” 

A NUMBERS GAME 

The Panthers are as healthy as they have been since training camp with 
the expectation that only Markus Nutivaara will remain out upon the 
team’s return. 

Nutivaara was hurt on the eve of the opener, tried coming back and 
needed surgery. He could be back for the postseason but it is not likely 
he comes back before then. 

With that in mind, general manager Bill Zito is going to have to make 
some moves before Wednesday. 

As it stands right now, the Panthers have five players on IR including 
Hornqvist, Nutivaara, Noel Acciari, Olli Juolevi and Maxim Mamin. 

Four of those players are practicing and should be ready to go. 

Florida could decide to keep a player (Juolevi or Acciari?) on IR and 
activate three which means at least one move has to be made. 

In this scenario, the Panthers would have to make a trade, place a player 
on waivers or send a waivers-exempt player to AHL Charlotte. 

Florida only has three players who could go to the minors without being 
subjugated to waivers: Anton Lundell, Mamin and Owen Tippett. 

With Lundell not going anywhere and Tippett currently lining up on the 
top-6, Mamin could be the odd-man out — at least for now. 

Mamin, per CapFriendly.com, can only play in seven more NHL games 
before he would have to go through waivers so the Panthers may try and 
take advantage of that while they still can. 

Florida could also simply keep Acciari, Mamin and/or/ in addition to 
Juolevi on IR until they decide it needs to activate them to place into the 
lineup. 

“It is a luxury, but there is going to have to be some selflessness from for 
a lot of the guys,” Brunette said. “It’s going to be tough to get them all in, 
but I think they realize where we are at. It’s never fun but they are very 
mindful of that. 

“I don’t know where it’s going to go, but you saw today that everyone was 
working so hard and competing. They are pulling their end. Where it 
goes, we’ll find out later.” 

FLORIDA PANTHERS ON DECK 

FLORIDA PANTHERS AT CAROLINA HURRICANES 

WHEN: Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 

WHERE: PNC Arena, Raleigh, N.C. 

TICKETS: CLICK HERE 

TV/STREAMING: TNT 

RADIO: WQAM 560-AM 

Last season: Carolina won 6-0-2 

All-time regular season series: Carolina leads 69-45-9, 11 ties 

This season: @Florida 5, Carolina 2 (Nov. 6), Florida 4, @Carolina 3 OT 
(Jan. 8) 
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Ekblad & Weegar = A dynamic duo for the Florida Panthers | FHN+ 

 

Published 21 hours ago on February 13, 2022 

By Colby Guy 

 

For Aaron Ekblad, it was not always easy to find the ideal defensive 
partner — especially in his early years with the Florida Panthers. 

Willie Mitchell, Mike Matheson, Dmitry Kulikov, Jakub Kindl, Brian 
Campbell and Keith Yandle are just some of the defensemen who played 
with Ekblad in his first few seasons with the Panthers. 

There were mixed results. 

Stability was finally found during the 2019-20 season when MacKenzie 
Weegar burst out on the scene. 

The two have become one of the best pairings in the National Hockey 
League. 
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Penguins defenseman Chad Ruhwedel sets career high for games 

 

Seth Rorabaugh 

Sunday, Feb. 13, 2022 5:36 p.m. 

 

While forward Sidney Crosby’s ongoing pursuit of his 500th career goal 
has drawn the most attention of just about anyone with a vested interest 
in the Pittsburgh Penguins, one of his teammates reached a much less 
heralded milestone during Sunday’s 4-2 road win against the New Jersey 
Devils at the Prudential Center in Newark, N.J. 

Defenseman Chad Ruhwedel appeared in his 45th game of the season, 
a career high. His previous best of 44 came during the 2017-18 
campaign. 
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This season marks the first time in Ruhwedel’s 10-year career he has 
been a regular in the lineup and not a replacement when those above 
him in the lineup were absent. 

Primarily deployed on the third pairing with Mike Matheson, the 31-year-
old Ruhwedel has five assists while averaging 15 minutes, 19 seconds of 
ice time. During Sunday’s contest, Ruhwedel recorded one assist and 
clocked 13:12 of ice time on 21 shifts. 

Like his statistics, Ruhwedel’s milestone might not seem all impressive. 
But it certainly was not overlooked by his coach. 

“It’s very significant that he’s played the amount of games that he’s 
played for us,” Mike Sullivan said. “And he’s played extremely well. 
That’s the reason that he’s been in the lineup every night. When we look 
at our defense corps as a group of six, seven or eight back there right 
now, he’s one of those stabilizing players. You know exactly what you’re 
going to get from him. He plays within himself. He defends hard. He has 
good mobility, he plays with a lot of courage. But he’s a stabilizing force 
back there for our defense corps. And he’s played extremely well.” 

Undrafted, Ruhwedel had trouble establishing himself on the roster of 
some rotten Buffalo Sabres teams before he joined the Penguins as an 
unrestricted free agent in 2016-17. 

“When you look at Chad’s tenure here as a Pittsburgh Penguin, one of 
the reasons that he’s been here as long as he has is because we have 
so much respect for his professionalism and understanding of what his 
role is and how he’s willing to embrace that role,” Sullivan said. “For a lot 
of the time here, he’s been our number seven defenseman. He’s been in 
and out of the lineup. He’s had a unique ability to be on the sidelines for 
extended periods of time and then get tapped on the shoulder to go in 
the lineup. He can go into the lineup having not played for a month and 
be really effective. That’s a testament to his professionalism and his 
preparation process in the off days and the practice times. 

“He’s just a great pro in the truest sense of the word. And he’s a great 
teammate in the sense that he embraces that role, he understands how 
important it is to our team. Our players have so much respect for what 
Chad has done for our team over his time here, and he’s certainly earned 
the respect of his coaching staff, as well.” 

Notes: Penguins forward Evgeni Malkin returned after missing two 
games while in the NHL’s protocols for covid-19. … Malkin drew a 
penalty for the first time this season at 2:19 of the second period when he 
was tripped by Devils defenseman Colton White. … The Penguins 
scored an empty-net goal for the third consecutive game and lead the 
NHL with 14 such goals this season. They set the franchise record of 16 
empty-netters last season in only 56 games. … The Penguins scratched 
defenseman Mark Friedman and forward Radim Zohorna. … Devils 
forward Jack Hughes returned after missing three games while in the 
league’s covid-19 protocols. 
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Forward Brian Boyle leads Penguins to third consecutive win 

 

Seth Rorabaugh 

Sunday, Feb. 13, 2022 4:10 p.m. 

 

Brian Boyle’s time with the New Jersey Devils was profound. 

Not necessarily for anything he did on the ice. 

But for simply being on the ice. 

In 2017, the staunch defensive forward was stricken with chronic myeloid 
leukemia, a form of cancer, but played through his ailment before it went 
into remission by 2018. That strife was shadowed by his son, Declan, 
being diagnosed with an arteriovenous malformation of his jaw at roughly 
the same time. 

His resolve led to Boyle becoming a fan favorite over the parts of two 
seasons he spent in New Jersey. 

“These fans and this organization, the way they supported my family and 
I, it’s always really great coming back and seeing all those people that 
did so much,” said Boyle, who, along with his son, are healthy today. “All 
the fans, there were some dark days and their voices were heard.” 

Boyle’s actions spoke loudly Sunday as he led his current employer, the 
Pittsburgh Penguins, to a 4-2 comeback victory against the Devils at the 
Prudential Center in Newark N.J. 

The 14-year veteran, currently the Penguins’ fourth-line center, scored 
the winning goal and also helped set up the Penguins’ first score of the 
contest. 

“He’s been in the league for a really long time, and there’s a reason for 
that,” Penguins defenseman Mike Matheson said to media in Newark. 
“He also brings the same effort every night and so much consistency to 
our lineup. He’s great to have with us.” 

The Penguins as a whole haven’t been too shabby over the past week. 
Sunday’s victory extended a winning streak to a modest three games and 
pushed the Penguins into first place of the Metropolitan Division with a 
30-11-8 record and 68 points. 

“Our focus here coming in was to play on our toes, play in their face,” 
Penguins forward Bryan Rust said. “We did a pretty good job of that.” 

After the Devils struck first 7 minutes, 2 seconds into the first period 
thanks to forward Jack Hughes collecting his 13th goal of the season, the 
Penguins tied the score at 13:16 of the second period. 

Stealing a pass in the Devils’ left circle, Boyle had a wrister get blocked 
and deflect to the opposite corner. The rebound caromed to the right 
point, where Penguins defenseman Chad Ruhwedel corralled it and 
shuffled a pass to the center point for his defensive partner Matheson, 
who wired a slapper for his seventh goal. 

Rust scored only 36 seconds into the third period to put the Penguins up 
2-1. It was Rust’s 17th goal of the season and extended a goal-scoring 
streak to a career-best five games. 

The Devils tied the score again, 2-2, at 2:51 of the third period when 
forward Nico Hischier was credited with his 13th goal. 

Boyle’s goal came at 6:58 of the third. From the right point, Matheson 
chucked a wrister towards the cage. Devils goalie Jon Gillies made the 
initial save but kicked out a rebound above the crease. Boyle out-
muscled Devils defenseman Ty Smith for possession and chopped a 
forehand shot past Gillies’ right leg for his sixth goal. 

An empty-net goal by Penguins forward Jake Guentzel — his 24th — 
secured victory at 18:53 of the third. Penguins goalie Jarry made 28 
saves on 30 shots and boosted his record to 25-8-6. 

The Penguins thought Boyle might boost their depth when they brought 
him into training camp in September on a tryout basis. 

Nearly five months later, he’s found a variety of ways to prove that he 
should remain on the ice at the age of 37. 

“He’s fit in and played a really important role for us.” coach Mike Sullivan 
said. “He’s embraced the role that we’ve cast him in. He gets a big goal 
for us (today).” 
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Penguins center Brian Boyle nets game-winning goal in return to New 
Jersey 

 

Mike DeFabo 

2/13/2022 

 

NEWARK, N.J. — On the eve of Sunday’s game against the New Jersey 
Devils, Penguins center Brian Boyle was catching up with his wife, 
Lauren, when a question emerged. How does it feel to be back? 

“It's a special place. Really, it is,” Boyle said, after the Penguins 4-2 win 
at Prudential Center. 

New Jersey will always conjure up mixed emotions for the Penguins’ 37-
year-old center. Boyle racked up 116 games and 26 goals in a Devils 
uniform during parts of two seasons, from 2017-18 through 2018-19. But 
this stage of his career also will be associated with one of the biggest 
tests of his life, when he was diagnosed with chronic myeloid leukemia 
(CML), an uncommon cancer of the bone marrow. 

“There were some tough times,” Boyle said. “These fans, and this 
organization, the way they supported my family and I, it's always really 
great coming back and seeing all those people that did so much.” 

Boyle, who went into full remission in October 2018, made another 
memory Sunday at Prudential Center. With just under seven minutes 
remaining and the score tied, 2-2, he followed Mike Matheson’s shot and 
whacked home the rebound for the decisive tally. 

“You play hockey because you want score goals,” Boyle joked after. 
“That doesn't change when you're seven or 37.” 

Even though Boyle has tallied six goals this year, his value to the team is 
mostly in other aspects. That’s especially true now. Teddy Blueger, who 
broke his jaw in late January, is now three weeks into a rehab that’s 
expected to sideline him a total of six to eight weeks. 

While Boyle has always earned his minutes in Pittsburgh in a defensive-
oriented role, the Penguins are counting on him even more now as they 
recreate a trio with a similar set of skills. Lately, Boyle has been skating 
between Zach Aston-Reese and Dominik Simon. The past two games, in 
particular, that line has proven effective. 

In Sunday’s game, the Boyle line created five scoring chances while 
limiting the Devils to just one. According to Natural Stat Trick, they also 
created an impressive 88% of the expected goals. 

“If we can start in our end and get even a face off in the other end, we get 
[Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin or Jeff Carter] on the ice in the offensive 
zone,” Boyle said. “That's success for us.” 

While the Penguins are a team best known for star power of Crosby and 
Malkin, the Blueger line plays an underrated role in the team’s success. If 
the Boyle line can continue to find success together, it will go a long way 
toward the Penguins weathering the storm while Blueger is out. 

“They do a lot of the thankless jobs as we say to help our team win,” 
coach Mike Sullivan said. “So when they get an opportunity to get 
rewarded with goals, I think all of us on the bench players and coaches 
alike are thrilled for these guys because they don't always reap those 
types of accolades. But they do a lot of those little things each and every 
night that make us hard to play against.” 

Malkin returns 

Penguins star center Evgeni Malkin returned to game action Sunday after 
missing the past two games due to COVID-19. 

He skated in his usual spot on the second line, between Brock McGinn 
and Kasperi Kapanen. According to natural Stat Trick, that line generated 

just 11% of the expected goals, gave up six scoring chances while 
producing just one. They also coughed up two high-danger chances 
while failing to produce one. 

New Jersey native Drew O’Connor was unable to play as he continues to 
recover from an upper-body injury. 

Rust stays hot 

Bryan Rust’s contract year has proven to be a challenging one full of 
stops and starts. 

Rust has been sidelined on two separate instances because of injuries 
and worked his way through a slower start to the season. Through the 
first 11 games of the season, Rust tallied just one empty net goal. 

Lately, he ahs proven to be one of the most-productive Penguins. In his 
past 16 games, he has netted 16 goals, even while missing some time in 
the middle due to COVID. His goal on Sunday marked his seventh goal 
in the past five games. 

“Let's knock on wood,” Rust said when asked about his recent hot streak. 
“Anything is possible, judging by my teeth. But, yeah, it's been nice to get 
a little bit of continuity here.” 
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Penguins surge past Devils as Sidney Crosby’s milestone goal has to 
wait 

 

Mike DeFabo 

2/13/2022 

 

NEWARK, N.J. — Sid might be superstitious. 

But all around the Prudential Center on Super Bowl Sunday, it was 
evident that many in the building were thinking about a possible 500th 
goal. The sparse crowd of 11,242 featured a significant contingent of 
Penguins fans decked out in black and gold. Many of them packed along 
the glass ahead of warmups, including one fan who waved a sign that 
read “500” in big block letters. 

As it turned out, Sidney Crosby will return to Pittsburgh with two assists 
on the score sheet, another victory in the win column and a leg up in the 
division standings. But the milestone? It will have to wait.  

During a businesslike 4-2 win, Brian Boyle netted the game-winner. Mike 
Matheson, Bryan Rust and Jake Guentzel provided more offense. And 
goalie Tristan Jarry stopped 24 of 26 shots for his 25th victory of the 
season.  

With the win, the Penguins jumped into first place in the Metropolitan 
Division with 68 points. The Carolina Hurricanes, who have played three 
fewer games, are second with 67. 

“[The Devils] are a good, fast team who creates a lot off the rush,” Rust 
said. “I think that was kind of our focus here coming in, was to play on 
our toes, play in their face so they couldn't get that separation and get 
those looks. I thought we did a pretty good job of that.” 

After an uneventful first period, Devils forward Jack Hughes — the first 
overall pick in the 2019 draft — opened the scoring 7:02 into the second 
period during one of the few instances when that wasn’t the case.  

In transition, Matheson tumbled to the ice in the neutral zone as he 
attempted to pick the pocket of Pavel Zacha. That created a 3-on-2 rush 
chance for the Devils. Hughes, left all alone, streaked through the left 
circle and picked his spot on the short side. 
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Matheson redeemed himself later in the second period. His blast from the 
blue line beat Devils goalie Jon Gillies on the glove side. It tied the score 
at 1 and marked Matheson’s seventh goal of the season. 

Asked about the key to his lethal wrist shot, Matheson joked that he’d 
keep it brief “in the interest of time.” 

“I've worked on my shot a lot,” he said. “I think the quicker you can get it 
off, the more effective it is.” 

The Penguins claimed their first lead of the game just 36 seconds into 
the third period. Pittsburgh began the frame with a man-advantage. The 
club boasts the NHL’s best power play since the start of the new year, 
scoring 18 goals in the 18 games before Sunday. 

This time, just after the penalty expired and Tomas Tatar took his first 
steps out of the box, Rust redirected Kris Letang’s shot from the point. 

“The power play, in the third period, was a big momentum builder for us,” 
coach Mike Sullivan said. “They didn't score but they had a number of 
good looks, and we scored shortly thereafter. The power play’s not going 
to score for you every night but sometimes it can help your team get 
momentum, and I thought that was the case tonight.” 

The goal was No. 17’s 17th of the season. During a stop-and-start 
season full of injuries and illness, Rust is beginning to hit his stride in a 
major way. He’s now netted seven goals in the last six games he’s 
played. 

However, as quickly as the Penguins captured the lead, it was gone just 
as fast. Less than two minutes later, Nico Hischier ripped a shot on net 
that hit Letang’s skate and skirted into the net. The unfortunate bounce 
tied the score again at 2. 

The Penguins recaptured the lead, this time for good, with 6:58 
remaining. The Penguins new-look fourth line, featuring Boyle in the 
middle of Zach Aston-Reese and Dominik Simon, played another solid 
game in largely a checking role. They proved they can be opportunistic 
offensively, as well in a key moment. 

After Matheson tossed a shot on goal, Boyle plowed his 6-foot-6 frame to 
the front of the net and whacked the rebound home for his sixth of the 
season. While the Boyle line is utilized mostly in a defensive role, Boyle 
admitted with a smile, “You play hockey because you want score goals. 
That doesn't change when you're seven or 37.” 

The Penguins continued to sustain offensive zone time before, finally, 
Guentzel sealed the deal with the empty netter. 

The Penguins return to PPG Paints Arena on Tuesday to host the rival 
Philadelphia Flyers. Maybe, it just might be a fitting opponent and arena 
for Crosby to reach his milestone. 
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Yohe’s 10 observations: Penguins roll into first place with another road 
victory 

 

By Josh Yohe 

Feb 14, 2022 

 

NEWARK, N.J. — The Penguins were in quite a rush to the airport after 
their game in New Jersey on Sunday because Sidney Crosby was 
hosting a Super Bowl party at his Sewickley home. 

If they keep playing like this, hockey fans in Pittsburgh will be hosting 
many a Stanley Cup playoff game party this spring. 

The indomitable Penguins won yet another road game in businesslike 
fashion, with a 4-2 victory against the Devils on Sunday. 

Brian Boyle scored the winner in the third period, breaking a 2-2 tie. Mike 
Matheson, Bryan Rust and Jake Guentzel also scored for the Penguins. 

Crosby, sitting on 499 career goals, was denied on a couple of quality 
looks in the first period but produced two assists. 

Tristan Jarry stopped 28 of 30 shots. 

This completes a 3-0 trip for the Penguins, with wins in three places — 
Boston, Ottawa and New Jersey — where they typically do not play well. 

“I thought we worked,” coach Mike Sullivan said. “We weren’t quite as 
sharp as we were against Ottawa. We worked today. We were trying to 
dictate the terms. I do think we played well enough to earn a win.” 

The stage is now set for Crosby. Up next for the Penguins is a home 
game against the Philadelphia Flyers, the team Crosby enjoys torturing 
like no other. He has scored 49 goals against them in his career. A goal 
Tuesday would give him 500 for his career and precisely 10 percent of 
those career goals would have come against the Penguins’ most bitter 
rival. 

Ten postgame observations 

• It’s still a little early to be looking at the standings, but we might as well. 

Sunday’s victory put the Penguins in first place in the Metropolitan 
Division at 30-11-8 with 68 points, one more than the Hurricanes. 
Carolina has three games in hand on the Penguins, and I’d still list the 
Hurricanes as a slight favorite to win the division, but what the Penguins 
are doing can’t be ignored around the NHL. They’re on pace for 114 
points, which would mark the second-highest total in franchise history. 

The standings will also inform you that the Penguins’ road record of 17-5-
3 is the NHL’s best number, and by a substantial margin. It makes sense. 
The best road teams are typically good defensively and play with the 
consistency of a machine. This is the least emotional Penguins team I 
recall covering. They just roll with the punches and never seem to get 
rattled. 

It all adds up. 

• What a story Boyle is. He played perhaps his best game with the 
Penguins on Sunday. He was a penalty-killing machine, shutting down a 
New Jersey power play in the second period almost entirely on his own. 

Boyle has always been a terrific penalty killer. He’s also renowned for his 
defensive work and dressing room presence. Stanley Cup winners such 
as Rust just sit there and gush about Boyle after games. We’ve been 
seeing it all season. 

What I didn’t know is how much Boyle would contribute offensively. This 
was his sixth goal of the season, and keep in mind, Boyle has been a 
healthy scratch multiple times, is not playing with overly gifted linemates 
on most nights and starts most of his shifts in the defensive zone, 
something Sullivan brings up regularly. 

BOYLE WENT TO THE NET AND GOOD THINGS HAPPENED   
PIC.TWITTER.COM/ESTA4YLEBG 

— PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (@PENGUINS) FEBRUARY 13, 2022 

He still might punch in 10 goals. That’s the kind of depth that goes a long 
way in the postseason. What a pickup by general manager Ron Hextall. 

And, yes, in case you needed the reminder, his teammates love him: 

MEDIA: WHAT DOES BOYLE MEAN TO THE TEAM? 

MATHESON: "SO MUCH. I WOULD'VE HAD A DIFFERENT ANSWER 
IF HE DIDN'T JUST SIT DOWN [NEXT TO ME] (LAUGHS)… HE 
ALWAYS BRINGS THE SAME EFFORT EVERY NIGHT. SO MUCH 
CONSISTENCY TO OUR LINEUP. HE'S GREAT TO HAVE WITH US." 
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BOYLE: "THANKS, MAN!" PIC.TWITTER.COM/XH8UMSW4HX 

— PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (@PENGUINS) FEBRUARY 13, 2022 

• Boyle’s linemates deserve some love, too. 

Zach Aston-Reese played his best game of the season. He plastered 
Jack Hughes with a big hit in the first period, he was a force defensively, 
and his work in the offensive zone was noticeable. He was a 
forechecking menace while playing about 20 minutes away from his 
hometown. 

Meanwhile, Dominik Simon played one of his finer games of the season 
as well. Aston-Reese and Simon are analytic darlings who don’t score 
very often. They’ve combined for just three goals all season. 

There’s no denying, however, that they were effective alongside Boyle. 
This is two games in a row that we’ve seen that trio play well together. 
They were placed on the same line in Ottawa, and they were a force in 
the Penguins’ 2-0 victory Thursday. 

Nothing changed Sunday. The line just got even better. 

• Just your friendly Rust reminder: He scored again, this time on a 
deflection early in the third period to give the Penguins the lead. He 
added a helper on Guentzel’s empty-netter. 

Rust has 37 points in 27 games, good for 1.37 points per game. That’s a 
112-point pace in an 82-game season. 

No, I don’t suspect Rust will maintain that pace. But no, I’m not going to 
bet against him at this point. He was quiet in the first two periods, but 
even on quiet days, the guy is putting up a couple of points. 

This is a high-level hockey player, and the Penguins will not be better off 
if he departs this summer in free agency. You never want to overpay 
players before they hit free agency, but on some occasions, you almost 
have to. It’s going to get interesting. 

WHAT A PERFECT DEFLECTION BY RUST! 
PIC.TWITTER.COM/FSZILKHLK2 

— PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (@PENGUINS) FEBRUARY 13, 2022 

• It’s only perfect that Crosby is a goal away from the milestone with the 
Flyers on the schedule. It should be quite a scene at PPG Paints Arena 
on Tuesday night. 

If you’re into numerology, then you’ll appreciate that if Crosby scores his 
500th goal Tuesday, it will be his 50th against the Flyers. Making it even 
more fun, another Penguins legend, Jaromir Jagr, turns 50 Tuesday. 

The stars appear to be aligning. 

Crosby, incidentally, was a force against the Devils on Sunday. He has 
44 points in 37 games this season, and remember, he had a slow start to 
the season because he wasn’t at training camp; he was still dealing with 
the aftermath of wrist surgery, then was set back by COVID-19. 

Still, 44 points in 37 games. That’s 1.19 points per game, a 98-point pace 
despite a poor start for his standards. 

Crosby essentially remains capable of a 100-point season and is one of 
the league’s five best defensive centers. Pretty incredible, and many 
around the league probably take this for granted. 

• Mike Matheson spoke with the media in Los Angeles about a month 
ago and expressed frustration because he wasn’t playing well. His 
observations of his play weren’t off base. He wasn’t playing horribly, but I 
wouldn’t say he was playing elite hockey over the holidays. Far from it. 

He is now. 

In his past 12 games, Matheson has produced four goals and nine 
points. He’s a plus-8. Matheson isn’t perfectly polished because he’s 
never going to be. That’s just not him. He’s done a fine job of harnessing 

his awesome talent and minimizing some of his mistakes in recent 
weeks. This version of Matheson is a real difference-maker. 

His rocket in the second period evened the score at 1. 

ENJOY THIS ABSOLUTE B L A S T FROM MIKE MATHESON   
PIC.TWITTER.COM/EGT2UPYO1O 

— PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (@PENGUINS) FEBRUARY 13, 2022 

Matheson’s recent surge of offense is a big deal. In Kris Letang, the 
Penguins possess one of the NHL’s finest offensive defensemen. The 
Penguins could use some more offense from the blue line, and John 
Marino, though playing perfectly solid hockey, has disappointed a bit in 
that regard. 

If Matheson keeps producing offensively, it’s a big deal. 

• Evgeni Malkin didn’t have a point in his return to the lineup, but that’s 
OK. 

All I will remember about this game pertaining to Malkin is the first shift. I 
haven’t seen him skate like that all season. I’d even suggest I probably 
haven’t seen him skate like that in many seasons. 

Malkin is starting to find his legs. 

Now the Penguins just need to find him the appropriate linemates, but 
Kasperi Kapanen is still a mess. If pulling up at the blue line with the puck 
were a drinking game among Penguins fans, livers would be failing all 
around Western Pennsylvania. 

• Brian Dumoulin has been playing very, very well lately. But he was bad 
Sunday. 

The Devils can do one thing very well: They’re exceptionally fast. They 
made Dumoulin look slow on a couple of occasions. 

Nothing to worry about. But he wasn’t himself Sunday. 

• Jack Hughes is the real deal. He started the scoring in the second 
period, beating Jarry to the short side. What a difference a couple of 
years can make. 

Hughes didn’t blow me away during his rookie season. He was fine, but 
he looked like an 18-year-old. In his second season, he made a dramatic 
jump. He looked like a star. 

He’s had some injury issues to deal with this season, but when he’s been 
healthy, he’s been even better. The Devils still have plenty of work to do 
before they can even think about the postseason, but in Hughes, they 
seem to have a star they can build around. 

• On paper, the Penguins are much better than the Flyers. But rest 
assured, the schedule is about to get nasty. 

After Tuesday’s game against Philadelphia, the Penguins will have 32 
games remaining on their schedule. In those games, they’ll play the 
Rangers four times, Carolina three times, Colorado two times, Boston 
two times and Nashville two times. They’ll also have games against 
Florida, Tampa Bay, Toronto, Washington, Minnesota, St. Louis and 
Vegas. 

That’s quite a schedule. 

Then again, the Penguins are quite a team. 
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Boyle & Penguins 4th Line Grind to 4-2 Win Over NJ; Crosby Stuck at 
499 
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By Dan Kingerski  

Published 13 hours ago on February 13, 2022 

 

Jake Guentzel scored the empty netter with one remaining but not before 
looking around for Pittsburgh Penguins captain Sidney Crosby. Crosby 
remains stuck at 499 career goals, but the salve was the Penguins’ third 
straight win. Mike Matheson and Brian Boyle had one goal and one 
assist in the Penguins’ 4-2 win over the New Jersey Devils at the 
Prudential Center Sunday afternoon. 

Boyle was a force for the Penguins. 

Midway through the third period, the Penguins had a few great chances 
and near misses. After a scrambly power play in which the Penguins had 
New Jersey goalie Jon Gillies down and out but couldn’t finish, the 
Penguins grinders kept charging. A couple of minutes after the power 
play, Boyle nearly scored when his writer from the left circle trickled wide, 
but he didn’t give up. 

A moment later, Boyle (6) staked his position in front of the Devils net 
and buried Mike Matheson’s rebound. 

It was the second point for each Boyle and Matheson. The Penguins’ 
fourth line with Boyle, Zach Aston-Reese, and Dominik Simon accounted 
for two Penguins goals. 

Bryan Rust scored his 16th goal in his last 16 games. Less than one 
minute into the third period, Rust scored moments after the Penguins 
power play expired. Near the front of the net, Rust was uncovered and 
easily deflected Kris Letang’s shot-pass. 

The goal gave the Penguins a 2-1 lead and the ability to play with the 
lead but for only a couple of minutes. 

Nico Hischier scored when his shot ping-ponged off Letang in the slot, off 
the post, then off Pittsburgh Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry. 

In the first period, Sidney Crosby had a few chances for his 500th career 
goal. Crosby led all players with three shots in the opening period, and 
two of them were scoring chances. The teams took a while to get into the 
game–with just six minutes remaining in the period, the shots were only 
5-4 for the Penguins. The teams finished the period 8-8. 

Jack Hughes broke the scoreless tie early in the second period. 
Penguins defenseman John Marino fell at center ice, and New Jersey 
transitioned with a three-on-two. Hughes (13) was wide on the left wing 
and beat Jarry on the short side. 

One minute before Hughes scored, New Jersey put the puck in the net, 
but officials waved it off. New Jersey defenseman P.K. Subban whizzed 
past Brian Dumoulin for a quick breakaway. However, Jarry stopped 
Subban, who landed on top of him. Even though New Jersey put the 
puck into the net, officials immediately ruled Jarry could not play his 
position. 

Mike Matheson (7) tied the game later in the second period as the 
Penguins fourth line continued to work the puck low and grind New 
Jersey. Brian Boyle worked the low-to-high game, and Matheson blasted 
a shot past Gillies from about 40 feet. 

Like Thursday night, the game ticked away at lightning speed as both 
teams took only two penalties in the first 40 minutes, nor were there 
many whistles. The first two periods were completed in less than 90 
minutes. 

Jarry stopped 28 of 30 shots. Gillies, a journeyman until getting an 
emergency shot with the Devils this season, turned aside 19 of the first 
20 and 31 of 34. In the first two periods, the teams were nearly even in 
scoring chances (15-14, New Jersey), though there were few high-
danger scoring chances. 

After 40 minutes, New Jersey led the shot clock only 4-3. The Pittsburgh 
Penguins didn’t have a high-danger chance in the second period. 

Crosby didn’t get goal No. 500, but he was one of three Penguins with 
four shots. Evgeni Malkin returned to the Penguins lineup for the first 
time since he was placed in COVID protocol during the All-Star break. He 
had one shot on goal, one giveaway, but three takeaways. 
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Return of Malkin, Game 49: Penguins Lines, Notes & How to Watch vs. 
Devils 

 

By Dan Kingerski  

Published 19 hours ago on February 13, 2022 

 

The Pittsburgh Penguins (29-11-8) have won two in a row after a four-
game winless streak leading into the All-Star break, though we still 
haven’t seen the Penguins best in over a month. Sidney Crosby will try 
again for his 500th career goal. The Penguins can technically claim first 
place in the Metropolitan Division over the New Jersey Devils (17-26-5). 
The puck drops just after 1:30 p.m. at Prudential Center. 

However, the Carolina Hurricanes will have three games in hand on the 
Penguins. 

Evgeni Malkin should return from COVID protocol, as well. Officially, he’s 
a game-time decision. 

The Penguins raced up and down the ice to beat the Ottawa Senators, 2-
0 on Thursday at the Canadian Tire Centre. The Penguins put 44 shots 
on goal, including Bryan Rust’s empty netter. Former Penguins goalie 
Matt Murray was sharp and turned aside 42 of 43, but current Penguins’ 
tendy Casey DeSmith stopped all 26 shots he faced. 

The Penguins stayed primarily on the perimeter, and the shot map from 
NaturalStatTrick.com did not show any concentration of shots between 
the dots or near the net. The game was completed in less than two-and-
a-half hours. 

The New Jersey Devils are red-hot. They’ve scored seven goals in back-
to-back wins. They beat the Montreal Canadiens (who doesn’t) 7-1 and 
the St. Louis Blues 7-4 on Thursday. Nico Hischier and Michael McLeod 
of the clan McLeod each have three goals over the last two games. 

It would be somewhat fitting that Crosby scores No. 500 against the 
Devils. At the Prudential Center in November 2016, the Penguins hit rock 
bottom. A postgame locker room argument ensued following a no-show 
loss, internal divisions boiled over, and the team hit rock bottom. It was a 
turning point in Crosby’s career. A few weeks later, Mike Sullivan 
became the new Penguins coach. All internal conflicts were ancient 
history, and two Stanley Cups followed. 

Those Stanley Cups vaulted Crosby from a great player to one of the five 
all-time greatest players. 

All-Star Tristan Jarry likely starts for the Penguins. PHN will update the 
story if that changes or any players are unavailable. Sullivan will address 
the media at 11:30 a.m. 

What to WATCH: 

New Jersey has given the Penguins fits because they like to skate 
without a heavy dose of physicality. Over the past several years, New 
Jersey has drawn the Penguins into a perimeter free-skate. 

The Penguins will have to force their way into the dirty areas. 

Malkin should be back in the lineup for the first time since the All-Star 
break. The Penguins have not yet played a great game with Malkin in the 
lineup, and he returned on Jan. 11. However, their power play has 
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surged to the top third of the league after languishing in the bottom one-
third of the NHL for most of the first half. 

Sullivan indicated that Kasperi Kapanen would return to Malkin’s right 
wing, and Brock McGinn joked on Saturday that even he has to fight the 
urge to become a spectator when Malkin has the puck. 

It appears Radim Zohorna will get a press box seat, and Danton Heinen 
will take the LW beside Carter as Malkin returns. 

Expected Pittsburgh Penguins Lines 

LW C RW 

Jake Guentzel Sidney Crosby Bryan Rust 

Brock McGinn Evgeni Malkin Kasperi Kapanen 

Danton Heinen Jeff Carter Evan Rodrigues 

Zach Aston-Reese Brian Boyle Dominik Simon 

LD RD 

Brian Dumoulin Kris Letang 

Marcus Pettersson John Marino 

Mike Matheson Chad Ruhwedel 

Goalie 

Tristan Jarry 

Casey DeSmith 

Pittsburgh Penguins Game Notes 

*The Penguins PK is second in the league (87.1%), and the power play 
has leaped to 11th (21.8%). The Devils have a solid penalty-killing unit 
(82.9%, 8th) but an anemic power play (17.1%, 24th). 

*The Penguins are 22-3-1 when scoring first. 

Penguins INJURIES: Drew O’Connor, upper-body (11 consecutive, 14 
total). Jason Zucker, lower-body (10 consecutive, 17 total). Louis 
Domingue, lower-body (10 consecutive, 10 total). Teddy Blueger, upper-
body (7 consecutive, 8 total). Evgeni Malkin, COVID-19 (2 consecutive, 
36 total) 

2021-22 Total Regular-Season Man-Games Lost: 178 

*Michael Chaput and Valtteri Puustinen were re-assigned to the Wilkes-
Barre/Scranton Penguins (AHL). 

*The Penguins are 10-3-1 in its last 14 games against New Jersey dating 
back to Feb. 19, 2019. 

*The Penguins have points in eight of their last nine games against the 
Devils (7-1-1) and have won their last four games at the Prudential 
Center. The Penguins are 5-1-0 in their last six games there. 

*Since Jan. 15, only Toronto’s Mitch Marner (19) has more points in the 
NHL than Sidney Crosby, who has 18 points (8G-10A) in 12 games. 

How to WATCH: 

TV: AT&T Sportsnet; Radio: 105.9 The X 
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Sportsnet.ca / Despite losses, Canadiens continue making gains under 
St. Louis 

 

Eric Engels@EricEngels 

February 13, 2022, 5:02 PM 

 

MONTREAL — We promise this won’t be a rant about moral victories, 
especially with the Montreal Canadiens having dropped their 10th 
consecutive game. 

Even if they showed their best of this week in what turned out to be a 5-3 
loss Sunday to a Buffalo Sabres team no one would label a world-beater, 
it wasn’t good enough and the result reflected it. Too many costly errors, 
not enough chances capitalized on, yet another loss. 

So no, this isn’t about wins of any kind. 

But it doesn’t have to be, because the rest of this infernal Canadiens 
season isn’t about wins either. 

It’s about gains. And this team, under new coach Martin St. Louis, is 
making them. 

It will take time before those gains offset the deficits, but there’s been 
linear progress since St. Louis stepped behind the bench on Thursday, 
even in spite of a 5-2 loss that night, a 2-1 loss to the Columbus Blue 
Jackets and this 5-3 loss to the Sabres on Sunday. 

We can see it, and the players can feel it. 

“I know it’s not fun losing,” said Ryan Poehling, “but it’s been a lot more 
fun.” 

That’s probably the biggest gain—borne of a bunch of smaller ones. 

Yes, losing with dignity is a gain. It’s something the Canadiens weren’t 
able to do over the last games Dominique Ducharme coached and 
something they frankly hadn’t done much of since Jeff Gorton arrived as 
executive vice president of hockey operations on Nov. 28. 

They had losing well-covered. Doing so with dignity? Not so much. 

But what’s made this change possible is a shift in the atmosphere. St. 
Louis pushed it in that direction when he addressed his team before his 
introductory press conference and had them eating out of the palm of his 
hand with his message. 

It wasn’t just what he said, which we’ve only ascertained a vague idea 
of—he told them what he told us later that morning; that he had been 
through everything there was to go through as a pro hockey player and 
could relate to every single person in the locker room—but it was also 
about how he said it. 

There was passion there. There was fire. There was positivity, which had 
been impossible for the Canadiens to come by for too long. 

When St. Louis was asked how to maintain that with the results not 
falling in Montreal’s favour, he explained that the circumstances demand 
it. 

“I’m not here, at this point of the year, to become a negative guy,” the 46-
year-old said. “I’ll stay positive with the guys. I want to see them 
progress.” 

That’s an approach that’s been responded to by the players with 
complete engagement. 

You couldn’t point to one who was detached on Sunday, and that too 
was a gain. 

The effort was cohesive, from top to bottom—from Corey Schueneman 
coming into the lineup for injured defenceman Ben Chiarot to Nick 
Suzuki, who centred the top line with Tyler Toffoli and Cole Caufield. 

That cohesive effort was there for most of the game. The Canadiens 
gave up the first goal, they bounced back with the next one. They 
allowed the Sabres to take a 2-1 lead, and they responded 57 seconds 
later. They took a 3-2 lead on a great passing play, and then they 
committed some mistakes to give it back. 
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They didn’t wilt—Suzuki said they had been doing too much wilting 
previously. Instead, they pressed the whole way, including in the third 
period, in which they were outscored 2-0 but outshot the Sabres 13-8. 

“We were playing on top of them,” said St. Louis. “In the third period, I felt 
like we had the puck for the majority of the period.” 

Before the Canadiens got there, Jeff Petry scored just his second goal of 
the season—his first in 11 games. Poehling made a brilliant play from 
behind the net to give Joel Armia just his second goal of the season—his 
first in 18. 

Schueneman made his mark, too. 

He played for the Laval Rocket on Friday and Saturday, found out he 
was playing for the Canadiens roughly three hours before Sunday’s 
game. He made a heady play on Mike Hoffman’s goal to tie things up 1-1 
early in the second period, and it was one of many he made in a game 
made easier for him because of a healthier atmosphere and an engaged, 
cohesive effort. 

“I really liked his pace and his decision-making,” said St. Louis. “I told 
(Canadiens defence coach Luke Richardson) to trust him because he 
was impressing me.” 

The coach said he’s liked Poehling’s last three games and pointed to 
some other things he’s liked. 

“The result hasn’t been there and I have to be honest with our players,” 
said St. Louis. “But it’s been four very intense days with a coaching 
change and a new philosophy. I know we haven’t won in the last three 
games, but when I watch the games—not only live from the bench, but 
when I go back and watch—I feel we’ve done so many good things from 
what I’ve brought them. They’ve been able to execute these things rather 
quickly. 

“I’m proud of the work and the way they’ve bought into the plan and what 
I’m asking of them, and we’ll continue to progress. There was a lot of 
progress over the last three games, it’s just we haven’t yet won. But 
we’re not far from turning this into wins and feeling better.” 

Again, no moral victory there. But certainly a gain. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Demko's dream-like performance allows Canucks to sleep 
well at night 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 

February 13, 2022, 12:20 AM 

 

VANCOUVER — You look at the lineup sheet before every game, and 
when the Toronto Maple Leafs are in town it’s impossible not to see 
names like Auston Matthews, Mitch Marner, John Tavares, William 
Nylander and Morgan Rielly. 

But then you look at the Vancouver Canucks’ lineup and see Thatcher 
Demko. And some nights, like Saturday, that is enough. 

Demko became just the second Canucks goalie in 37 years to make at 
least 50 saves in a National Hockey League game when he stymied the 
stars from the centre of the universe by making 51 stops in a 3-2 victory 
over the Maple Leafs. 

The last Canuck to record a half-century of saves was Roberto Luongo in 
2010, a month after the Vancouver Winter Olympics, in a 4-3 overtime 
loss to the Detroit Red Wings. 

When former Canucks general manager Dave Nonis made the trade for 
Luongo, in 2006, he said he wanted to sleep. He explained that New 
Jersey Devils general manager Lou Lamoriello always slept like a baby 
because he had Martin Brodeur in net, and Nonis was tired of restless 
nights. 

Demko allows the Canucks to sleep at night. 

Sometimes he even lets them get away with sleeping during games, 
although that’s not what happened on Saturday despite Toronto 
outshooting Vancouver 53-24, including 41-13 over the final two periods. 

The Canucks weren’t snoozing but were seeing a nightmare anyway: a 
deep, fast, talented team attacking in waves crested by their superstars. 
The Maple Leafs are better than the Canucks. There’s no argument 
about this. Right now, it’s not close. 

But the Canucks have Demko and, on Saturday, the Maple Leafs had 
Petr Mrazek in their crease and that was the difference. 

Demko had a performance for the ages. Mrazek jettisoned a big, fat 
rebound that Canucks fourth-liner Juho Lammikko jammed in to break a 
2-2 tie at 18:30 of the second period. And just 23 more saves later, 
Demko won the Canucks the game. 

“I've been on teams that heavily outshot teams and we lost, and nobody 
felt sorry for us,” Vancouver head coach Bruce Boudreau said. “I don't 
care if we got outshot, I don't care if we got outplayed, we ended up 
winning the game and that's the bottom line. 

“It would take a fool to think that we don't know that the goalie was 
amazing. But he's our goalie and we get to have him every night. We get 
an amazing goalie every single night, so that's great for us.” 

After the equivalent of a couple of “yeah, buts...” from reporters, 
Boudreau doubled down: “I'm not going to go home and cry. You guys 
want me to say: 'Hey, we got outplayed. Woe is us.’ We won the hockey 
game. C'mon, guys, give the team some credit for hanging in there.” 

Well, the Canucks did that. 

The game ended with most of the Vancouver roster down on the ice with 
Demko in front of the Canucks’ net after a final desperate swarming by 
the Maple Leafs. On his 15th and final shot attempt of the game, 
Matthews' one-timer was blocked in front of Demko by Oliver Ekman-
Larsson, which forced the goalie to adjust to the ricochet and lunge right 
to make a point-blank buzzer save on Michael Bunting. 

Lammikko’s goal was the game’s final one, and it should have been 
worth more than one tick on the scoresheet because it came near the 
end of a period when the Canucks had been utterly dominated and soon 
after Vancouver had surrendered a two-goal lead as Matthews and 
Ondrej Kase scored power-play goals three minutes apart. 

“I liked, after they made it 2-2, how our response was to make it 3-2 
within a couple minutes,” Boudreau said. “The determination ... that's a 
great hockey club. I mean, let's not kid ourselves. It's the fastest club 
we've seen and with the most firepower. And we hung on. We didn't quit 
and we won the game. 

"It's a game that ... people wouldn't have expected us to win, and we 
went out and we won it. Whether we got outplayed or not makes no 
difference to me. We ended up with the two points.” 

After starting their first two games dismally after last week’s All-Star 
break, the Canucks’ best period on Saturday was the opening one as 
J.T. Miller and Brock Boeser, on a power play, scored in the first six 
minutes. The next 54 belonged to Demko. 

He epitomizes the stay-in-the-moment, next-shot mentality that 
goaltenders are supposed to have, and seemed about as euphoric after 
the game as if he’d just successfully folded his laundry. 

Fifty-one saves to beat the Maple Leafs on Saturday night on Hockey 
Night in Canada. Will Demko remember this game? 
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“I don't know, maybe,” he said. “You have to ask me in a couple months. 
I mean, it's two points. You guys hear me say it enough: it doesn't matter 
what the circumstances are, I've just got to try and make as many saves 
as I can. Try to get two points. So the end result was good, and that's all 
that matters.” 

In two starts and an extended relief appearance since he returned from 
the All-Star Game, Demko has stopped 100 of 104 shots for a .962 save 
rate. What makes his play especially impressive is that it comes after a 
one-week break between NHL games — the kind of layoff that in the past 
might have disrupted the goaltender’s rhythm. 

“Something that has been frustrating this year is all the pauses, all the 
stuff we've had to deal with as a league,” Demko said. “It's something I've 
been working on. 

“It's just something that we've had to deal with, something that I felt I 
could get better at. So, coming out of All-Star break, it was a main focal 
point of mine to make sure I was (ready) from the get-go.” 

The Canucks have another mini-break in the schedule before they play 
again Thursday against the San Jose Sharks. They’ll sleep well until 
then. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Five-point night gives Wheeler, Jets reason to smile 

 

Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

February 13, 2022, 9:01 AM 

 

WINNIPEG -- Blake Wheeler doesn’t make a habit of basking in the 
afterglow of a top-notch individual performance. 

The captain of the Winnipeg Jets has piled up enough points during his 
career and he’s said countless times that the only thing that really revs 
his engine is the pursuit of team success. 

That team success this season has been tough to come by and the 
production has come in fits and starts, so you can understand why 
Wheeler was a bit more demonstrative than usual when he supplied what 
proved to be the game-winning goal in a critical 5-2 victory over the 
Nashville Predators on Saturday at Bridgestone Arena. 

The play was a thing of beauty, with Mark Scheifele finding Wheeler on 
the doorstep with a perfect slap pass that the veteran right-winger 
redirected past Juuse Saros. 

“It's been tough for me around the net this year so to have that one hit 
the net felt good,” said Wheeler, who let out a guttural roar as part of his 
celebration. “It was just a great play by pretty much everyone on the 
power play there. Everyone had a piece of that. 

“The break gave us a little bit of time to look in the mirror and everyone 
felt like each guy individually had more to give. It was a good time to 
have a little gut check and like I said, we’ve had a lot of guys step up to 
the plate here and boost our hockey team and make us a tough team to 
play against.” 

This was a vintage performance from Wheeler, who ended up with two 
goals and five points to lead the offensive charge. 

Wheeler doubled his goal total to four and raised his shooting percentage 
from 2.8 to 5.1 per cent, converting two of his team-high eight shots on 
goal. 

After the Jets fell behind 2-0 in the third period, Wheeler used his speed 
to take the puck wide on Predators defenceman Dante Fabbro and as 

the play developed, Mark Scheifele completed a perfect give-and-go with 
Ville Heinola during a four-on-four situation to spark a stretch of five 
unanswered goals for the visitors. 

Wheeler seemed to be in the middle of everything, helping the Jets 
secure three of a possible four points on this two-game road trip as they 
improved to 20-17-8 on the season and pulled within seven points of the 
Anaheim Ducks, while holding four games in hand, in the chase for the 
second wild card spot in the Western Conference. 

Wheeler used his vision and passing ability to set up Kyle Connor and 
Pierre-Luc Dubois for power-play goals, then capped the second five-
point game of his career with an empty-net goal. 

This was Wheeler’s ninth game back since suffering a knee injury against 
the Vancouver Canucks on Dec. 10 and he’s clearly making progress 
when it comes to getting his skating legs back. 

After a slow start by his standards which was clearly impacted by a bout 
with COVID-19 that kept him out of five games, Wheeler is back to 
feeling like himself. 

The timing of the schedule postponements in late December and early 
January meant that Wheeler missed only nine games during his 
recovery, but his season was interrupted for a second time, leaving him 
to try and play catch-up after sitting out the longest stretch of his 14-
season career. 

Coming out of the NHL All-Star break, Wheeler was among those looking 
and sounding rejuvenated and he delivered a virtuoso performance 
against the Predators, one night after the Jets suffered a frustrating 4-3 
overtime loss to the Dallas Stars. 

“The time off probably allowed him to reset and it allowed him to come 
back refreshed,” said Jets interim head coach Dave Lowry. “Since he's 
been back from his injury, he's played very solid for us. It's nice to see 
him get rewarded. 

"That's why he's our leader, and he showed the resiliency that you need. 
These guys are proud and they're elite athletes and keep themselves in 
great shape. His minutes were big and he still had stuff left in the tank." 

The power-play markers from Wheeler and Dubois came during a five-
minute major to Predators defenceman Mark Borowiecki, who also 
received a game misconduct for elbowing Jets winger Evgeny 
Svechnikov at 9:36 of the third period, to snap a 2-2 deadlock. 

There have been times this season when the Jets power play has not 
been able to convert similar opportunities, but this was not one of them 
as Winnipeg finished 3-for-8 with the man-advantage. 

The Jets will face the Chicago Blackhawks on Monday night to continue 
a stretch of five games against Central Division opponents coming out of 
the break. 

They have collected five of a possible six points, which represents some 
headway in the chase to leapfrog five teams ahead of them in the playoff 
race. 

For all of the talk about the Jets being top heavy at times this season, 
those top guns came to play on Saturday. 

Scheifele has now scored in three consecutive games and produced six 
points in those outings (including three points on Saturday). 

That’s the type of response Scheifele was looking for when he said last 
week that the first half of the season wasn’t what he wanted and didn’t 
meet the level he prides himself on. 

Connor is up to 26 goals (and hit another milestone by recording his 
300th NHL point), Dubois became the second player on the Jets roster to 
reach 20 goals (including a team-high 10 on the power play) and 
defenceman Josh Morrissey chipped in a pair of assists. 

The offensive production was obviously important for a club that 
surprisingly finds itself in the bottom third of the NHL in goals scored per 
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game, but the Jets' ability to tighten up defensively after allowing two 
early goals was essential to sparking this rally. 

There were several other important things that transpired, like Adam 
Lowry coming to the defence of Heinola after he was hit from behind by 
Predators forward Tanner Jeannot and Brenden Dillon continuing to 
provide a physical presence on the back end. 

The Jets have been standing up for one another a lot of late and that 
willingness to engage physically and make an emotional investment is 
precisely what Dave Lowry was getting at when he encouraged his group 
to commit to being tougher to play against. 

“It's easy at the end of the game to look at the stat sheet and seeing who 
scored and who had assists,” said Dubois, who reached the 20-goal 
plateau for the third time in five seasons. “But I think it takes a team to 
win and it takes a team to win, ultimately, the Stanley Cup. I thought 
everybody played well. There's a lot of things that go on in the game that 
don't appear on the stat sheet at the end and aren't that easy to see but 
that help a lot. (Wheeler) had a five-point night, I don't think I've ever had 
that in my career. So, of course, guys had offensive games, but even 
guys that didn’t have points played really well.” 

Speaking of playing well, Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck was called upon 
to be between the pipes on consecutive nights and is up to 38 starts in 
45 games this season. 

Despite allowing two goals in the first six minutes and change (both of 
which changed direction off his teammates), Hellebuyck stood tall, 
finishing with 34 saves -- many of which came in the first period as the 
Jets struggled to find their legs. 

This was exactly the way Hellebuyck needed to play for the Jets to keep 
things interesting during the stretch run. 

While Dave Lowry conceded there were conversations about going with 
backup Eric Comrie in the back end of games on consecutive days, the 
choice to go with Hellebuyck was made after considering his workload in 
Dallas on Friday and discussing the matter with him. 

This was the correct decision and not just because the outcome worked 
out for the Jets. 

“We did have conversations. (Hellebuyck) felt that he wanted to get back 
in the net,” said Lowry. “The big thing was when we got down, he settled 
the game down. He stayed focused, he stayed dialed in, and he did what 
we expected him to do and gave us a chance to win.” 
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